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ARF’s 2017 Celebrity Pet Calendar Available Now

Cover star Klay Thompson makes a splash with his pup to support ARF’s animals
WALNUT CREEK, California – October 3, 2016 – Start every day with a smile with the 2017 ARF
Celebrity Pet Calendar! Each page of ARF’s beautiful, oversized 9.5” x 12.5” wall calendar features an
animal-loving celebrity posing with a cherished pet or two. Available for a $15 donation, the calendar is
the perfect way to show your support for ARF and makes a great holiday gift for friends, family and coworkers. Order yours today at www.arflife.org or purchase one in person at ARF, located at 2890
Mitchell Drive in Walnut Creek.
Famous faces inside include actress Angelique Cabral; actor Jeff Meacham; actress, singer, and
songwriter Allie Gonino; actor Jorge Garcia; Golden State Warriors Guard and Olympic Gold Medalist
Klay Thompson; actress, comedian, and author Heather McDonald; actress and entertainer Cheryl Ladd
and producer and author Brian Russell; talk show host Mark Steines; LPGA Professional Michelle Wie;
MLB players Liam Hendriks and Brandon Crawford; talk show host and author Cristina Ferrare; and
actor Tim Martin Gleason, all featured with adorable furry friends. Celebrities appear at the request of
Tony La Russa to promote lifelong relationships between pets and people.
ARF’s core mission is the rescue of dogs and cats who have run out of time at public shelters, giving
them a chance at life until a new home can be found. ARF couples this focus with innovative programs
strengthening the human-animal bond for children, seniors, veterans, and people in disadvantaged
circumstances. Through ARF, people experience the unconditional love and acceptance of dogs and cats
to fulfill a mission of “People Rescuing Animals…Animals Rescuing People…”®
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